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Unbeaten Path Consulting Services
Touch 5 and go!

System implementations / migrations
5
5
5
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Migrating from BPCS to ERP LX
Escaping BPCS well
Leadership for major projects
Barcoding / automatic data capture installations

Using BPCS/ERP LX better
5
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Classroom training for BPCS / ERP LX users
System usage assessments
Expert configuration of BPCS / ERP LX functionality
Coaching + support delivered to individual users

Technical support: iSeries, BPCS, ERP LX
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Pay-as-you-go telephone support (even for customized code)
Design + development of new iSeries functionality
Find + fix iSeries operating system vulnerabilities
Migration to new iSeries equipment
iSeries response time optimization

Practicing business at a world class level
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Commitment for Excellence™ training
Inventory accuracy training for material handlers
Develop world class operating policies and procedures
Regulatory compliance: vulnerability assessment + mitigation
Improving the measurement of financial performance
Polishing performance + profits at overseas sites
Mediation services for complex IT disputes
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